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NEWS INSIDE 
THIS ISSUE:We are well on our way towards recovery from the 2020

COVID-19 pandemic, and although many challenges
have yet to be overcome, there is light at the end of the
tunnel. As our Chairman, Rand Sperry, said in our last
newsletter, we will ultimately recover and be stronger
for it. Perseverance is what has gotten our industry

A Word From Our President

through its toughest moments of the last 12 months. Despite the
numerous challenges, SperryCGA’s Top Ten brokers delivered a record
year in 2020, as did our Affiliate offices across the country as a whole.
Populations shifted from more dense urban areas to suburban locations
as many major employers freed up their workforces to work from
anywhere, with some permanently adopting this new policy. Several key
industry leaders shifted their focus from the high tax, high regulation
state of California - termed an “exodus of the rich” – and relocated from
Silicon Valley to such states as Texas, with Austin and Dallas benefiting
the greatest. Suburban single-family housing prices are still booming,
although not as significantly in urban areas. Office buildings, retail
centers and hospitality remain the hardest hit, with logistics, healthcare
and industrial performing stronger than ever. Through dramatic change
has come great opportunity, and with the reopening of the country taking
place the pent up demand for retail and hospitality should eventually
lead to significant improvements in these sectors. Save for unforeseen
events, such as the affects of climate change demonstrated by the recent
shortcomings of the power grid in Texas, fundamental real estate
economics should return as the country gets back on its feet.
Additionally, given the current low interest rate environment the outlook
for CRE of all types should be favorable for our industry.

Mark Hinkins, CCIM, FRICS
SperryCGA President
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In the economic darkness of the pandemic in 2020,
millions of workers no longer went to the office daily,
retail sales shifted significantly to ecommerce, and the
hotel sector all but shut down. Yet multifamily and
industrial properties remained the attraction for many
investors. The table below shows quarterly and annual
change in sales from 2019 to 2020. Only industrial
property sales had a lesser decline in sales in 2020.
The sales volume between apartments and industrial
properties were different, however. For every $1 billion
of industrial property sales in 2020 there were $1.4
billion of apartment transactions.

Note: all data from Real Capital Analytics in the
following tables are preliminary and subject to change.
Annual data are either sums or averages of quarterly
metrics.

Corresponding to the economic shutdown were the
lowest interest rates in history, which turned most U.S.
housing markets into an owner’s market preference
from a renter’s market. As America stayed at home, the
house reached the highest intrinsic value in current
history. That value, however, shrinks as vaccinations
and herd immunity expand. Coupled with rising
interest rates this year, many housing markets across

the country will reverse to a renter’s preference – at
least economically speaking. Apartments ranked first
overall in the percentage of sales in 2019 and 2020 as
shown in the next table. There was a material shift in
property types among investors following the outbreak
of the pandemic.

of renters, with the U.S. Census Bureau estimating that
almost one-in-four renters had unpaid rent balances at
year-end 2020.
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...cont'd on page 3

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING 
2021
by: TED C. JONES, PhD

CHIEF ECONOMIST
STEWART TITLE GUARANTY COMPANY

2020 2019
Apartment 34.8% 32.8%
Hotel 3.0% 6.7%
Industrial 25.1% 20.3%
Office 21.9% 25.0%
Retail 9.7% 11.4%

Percentages
Commercial Real Estate Sales

Percent of Total

Quarterly Sales - 2020 Versus Same Period 2019
Preliminary

Apartments Hotel Industrial Office Retail
Q1 2.1% -44.0% 86.6% 7.9% 8.2%
Q2 -67.8% -89.2% -39.2% -68.3% -69.7%
Q3 -45.0% -78.9% -60.6% -57.5% -54.8%
Q4 2.8% -65.9% 2.6% -30.7% -37.0%
Annual -26.9% -69.5% -14.6% -39.4% -41.2%

The apartment sector was the
only commercial real estate
segment that registered positive
price gains in every quarter in
2020 on a year-over-year basis as
shown in the following table.
This was despite an estimated
$70 billion in unpaid apartment
rents in 2020 due to the CDC-
imposed moratorium on eviction



The eviction moratorium continues at least through
March 31, 2021, with a proposal in the yet-to-be-passed
$1.9 trillion stimulus plan from President Biden that
would extend renter protections through September
2021. If passed, the unpaid rent bill would double to
$140 billion by the beginning of Q4.

Capitalization rates are measures of risk: the greater
the risk the larger the capitalization rate, and the less
risk the lower the rate. A lower capitalization rate
results in a greater price paid for the initial cashflow
provided by the property. The next table shows the
average capitalization rate for 2020 for the individual
commercial property segments by quarter and the
annual average. Not surprisingly, hotels with the
greatest risk also notch the highest rate (and lowest
price). Office and retail are almost identical – both
being impacted by the structural shifts given the work-
from-home and ecommerce impacts, respectively.
Apartments had the lowest capitalization rates of all
segments.

While apartments continued to be the most dominant
commercial real estate sales sector in 2020, posted the
best price gains and the lowest capitalization rate, they
also demanded the greatest price premium regarding
initial cash flow. The last table shows the purchase
price premium for the typical apartment transaction in

Unknowns today regarding apartments include: where
rents will go, the eviction moratorium, interest rates,
tax rates – including capital gains taxes due when
exiting the investment, and the amount and timing of
any future stimulus (which includes potential funds for
some back-rents). What is known about apartments is
that, despite these uncertainties, investors have bid up
apartment prices to record levels with the lowest cap
rates in history.
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Multifamily Housing 2021

Sales Price -- 2020 Versus 2019
Preliminary

Apartments Hotels
Per Per
Unit Room Industrial Office Retail

Q1 7.4% -35.3% 10.8% 5.7% -2.4%
Q2 6.8% -34.8% 5.7% -13.1% -1.2%
Q3 7.2% -25.9% -6.1% -13.6% -0.2%
Q4 8.5% -1.7% 3.9% 10.9% -1.3%
Annual 7.5% -24.6% 3.1% -2.9% -1.3%

Average Price Per Square Foot

Capitalization Rates 2020
Preliminary

Apartments Hotel Industrial Office Retail
Q1 5.19% 8.81% 6.15% 6.51% 6.58%
Q2 5.12% 7.92% 5.92% 6.54% 6.56%
Q3 5.11% 9.52% 6.03% 6.64% 6.55%
Q4 4.93% 8.18% 5.78% 6.45% 6.44%
Annual 5.09% 8.61% 5.97% 6.54% 6.53%

Purchase
Price

Segment Premium
Hotel 69.2%
Industrial 17.3%
Office 28.5%
Retail 28.4%

2020 versus the other property
segments. For example, given the
differences in cap rates in 2020,
apartment buyers paid 69.2 percent
more for each $1 of first-year NOI
compared to hotels.

“Apartments had the 
lowest capitalization 

rates of all segments.”



CANNABIS NEWS 
YOU CAN USE
by: PETER INGERSOLL, CCIM     

  KIND REALTY INVESTMENTS
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The Good
• Cannabis has been deemed an “essential service” in

nearly all 50 states.

• 75% of states have adopted medical and/or
recreational cannabis legislation. It’s not a matter of
IF the Feds will legalize, only a matter of WHEN.
Cannabis is not a top priority for the Biden
Administration. Most industry pundits expect
Federal legalization to take 3 to 5 years or longer.

• The Safe Banking Act was passed by the House of
Representatives and now awaits a decision from the
Senate. This crucial legislation sets the stage for
Federal legalization. It allows cannabis companies
access to banking services and loans. It removes
cannabis as a Schedule 1 narcotic, eliminating IRS
280e to allow cannabis companies to use GAAP
accounting for expenses. This legislation is a must
for institutional investors.

• Mergers & Acquisitions deal volume has increased
substantially.

• Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs)
focused on cannabis are forming at an accelerated
rate and raising hundreds of millions of dollars.
These companies are nicknamed “blank check
companies” because they raise the money first, then
find acquisitions.

The Bad
The cannabis industry struggles with major structural 
obstacles.

• The potential for Federal forfeiture scares off most
institutional investors.

• Onerous taxation and regulation at the local and
state level severely compresses margins.

• IRS 280e restrictions on business deductions
greatly reduces profitability.

• Compliance with incomprehensible regulatory
schemes, which vary state to state, is
expensive and burdensome.

• The lack of banking services and the lack of
capital make it extremely difficult for
businesses to grow.

• The black market is thriving. Currently in
California, $75 of every $100 in cannabis sales
are illicit, taking huge market share away from
compliant companies.

Despite these negatives, the industry is growing 
at double digits each year. 

The Challenge
Real estate always comes back to an agent’s local
territory.

Let’s look at retail. With so many retailers struggling
and going dark, there is an opportunity to repurpose a
vacant retail space as a cannabis dispensary. Easy,
right?

Not necessarily. There are strict distance rules for
“sensitive uses” – like churches, schools, residential
neighborhoods, playgrounds, etc. The form of
measurement varies. Some jurisdictions use a “walking
path” definition, while others use an “as the crow flies”
definition. Each jurisdiction has its own definition for
what a sensitive use is and how it is measured. Some
jurisdictions have created “green zones” exclusively
allowing cannabis.

“Each jurisdiction has its own 
definition for what a sensitive use 

is and how it is measured.”
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Cannabis News You Can Use

You must understand these regulations to determine if 
a particular retail site is in fact viable.

Converting industrial property to cannabis use is easier 
because many industrial parks are already segregated 
from sensitive uses, but the same rules still apply.

Show Me the Money
Most successful cannabis companies have raised 
100% equity capital to acquire their real estate and 
install tenant improvements. This is a difficult task 
requiring a wide network of risk tolerant investors 
with sincere trust in the cannabis operator. At the 
same time, shareholder lawsuits, half-finished 
projects and receiverships litter the playing field, so 
even a project with 100% equity often fails.

As a commercial real estate broker, when you find a 
suitable property – either retail or industrial - and 
secure a listing it is vital that you secure “proof of 
funds” from any prospective buyer before spending 
time with them.

It is equally important to obtain a clear 
understanding of the buying company, who the 
shareholders are, who the decision makers are, and 
how the decision will be made. Be sure to get copies 
of the company’s formation documents before you 
draft any agreement. If you do not have the exact 
name of the company, signed by the decision maker, 
your agreement is worthless.

There are many posers and fakers in this space that 
will suck up your time without remorse. Worse still, 
there is dark money floating around looking to 
launder their funds through a real estate purchase. 
Proving legitimacy and proof of funds can be a 
difficult conversation, but it is your best defense 
against time wasters and fraudsters. If a prospective 
buyer is furtive or cannot give you clear, concise 
answers – move on.

Now having scared you silly about cannabis, 
remember this industry will soon be legalized and 
continue to grow at double digits for many decades. 
The country is on the cusp of legalization, so now is 
the time to consider adding cannabis to your list of 
potential tenants and/or buyers.

For More Information, Please Contact:

Peter Ingersoll, CCIM
KIND Realty Investments
(925) 918-3649 – cell
peter.ingersoll@sperrycga.com
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11215 CONROY LANE #3, 
MANCHACA, TX 78652

NEW CONSTRUCTION

$1,325,000

FOR SALE

1206 KINGS HIGHWAY
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29500

FULLY EQUIPPED RESTAURANT

PRICE SUBJECT TO OFFER

FOR SALE

9005 – 9070 N. 29th AVE
PHOENIX, AZ 85051

OWNER/USER RETAIL SUITES

$110-$160/SF

FOR SALE

PORTFOLIO SALE
ANAHEIM, CA

PRICE REDUCED

$10,730,000

FOR SALE

1224 S. HIGH STREET
LONGVIEW, TX 75602

RAYANNE PLACE APTS.

$1,500,000

FOR SALE

455 VINE STREET NW
ATLANTA, GA 30318

BELTLINE REDEVELOPMENT 
OPPORTUNITY

$2,650,000

FOR SALE

3297 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD.
OAKLAND PARK, FL 33311

AUTO DEALESHIP ON 
32,000 SF LOT

$1,200,000

FOR SALE

300 N. COCOA BOULEVARD
COCOA, FL 32922

DURANGO STEAKHOUSE RESTAURANT

$1,380,000

FOR SALE

000 CONFIDENTIAL STREET, 
PALM BAY, FL 32905

RESTAURANT & CATERING 
BUSINESS

$1,495,000

FOR SALE

10050 SW 1 COURT
PLANTATION, FL 33324

JACARANDA 
PROFESSIONAL PARK

$1,250,000

FOR SALE

https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/m797F5ZyZboujttYDQg8oBPW
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/JLmBTRrZk3MN36R8UtSbZRh9
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/BRQS4skcc5t9GaoKHzCgHuwU
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/Xiq1FWB5oTYVK7uYkZ8mknud
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/fDR6hpHjYD8wLptfZ3RQPdAW
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/m797F5ZyZboujttYDQg8oBPW
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/fDR6hpHjYD8wLptfZ3RQPdAW
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/BRQS4skcc5t9GaoKHzCgHuwU
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/JLmBTRrZk3MN36R8UtSbZRh9
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/Xiq1FWB5oTYVK7uYkZ8mknud
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/oJ9YMWcVxzKmkeEZS3BEu3q7
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/NXnVMgWR5tdHhQA7pmWwj7Hi
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/BJ52EiEbeHyNdunv5hEgEQ9G
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/oNgt697nQ6Xb9mTYJPWvrZpF
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/baXACu1rCWDvHvDPVmQ93HU5
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/oJ9YMWcVxzKmkeEZS3BEu3q7
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/NXnVMgWR5tdHhQA7pmWwj7Hi
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/BJ52EiEbeHyNdunv5hEgEQ9G
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/oNgt697nQ6Xb9mTYJPWvrZpF
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/baXACu1rCWDvHvDPVmQ93HU5
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14288 CAPRI DR, 
LOS GATOS, CA 95032

MEDICAL OFFICE REDEV

$1,850,000

CLOSED

5620 WOODMEN
COLO SPRGS, CO 80920

4 TENANT NNN RETAIL

$2,725,000

CLOSED

354 ANGLE AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086

SILICON VALLEY 4-PLEX

$1,964,000

CLOSED

317/319 S WASHINGTON AVE
TUTISVILLE, FL 32796

4 TENANT NNN RETAIL

$849,000

CLOSED

6520 N 7TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85014

6520 PROFESSIONAL PLAZA

$1,750,000

CLOSED

16055 N DIAL BLVD, UNIT 4
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260

FLEX-INDUSTRIAL CONDO

$475,000

CLOSED

6201 PRESTON HIGHWAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40219

PRESTON CENTER 

$4,475,000

CLOSED

NWC ARIZONA AVE & GERMANN
CHANDLER, AZ 85286

MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT

$6,500,000

CLOSED

https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/5VcJUCZBSmuteChqPM6YbnLA
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/G66RD9Z9ZhMWU1wExtqSBTsS
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/G66RD9Z9ZhMWU1wExtqSBTsS
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/5VcJUCZBSmuteChqPM6YbnLA
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/uWT7vTyUPX1vyoQwk7LN9vPJ
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/uWT7vTyUPX1vyoQwk7LN9vPJ
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/wxPGtjdQqVQVeSev2z7zCx5e
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/wxPGtjdQqVQVeSev2z7zCx5e
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/vEM39RwASRsjcVdPyeFFPxjV
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/vEM39RwASRsjcVdPyeFFPxjV
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/FnYR5gVcpXFj8rUtjLVZ6mPg
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/FnYR5gVcpXFj8rUtjLVZ6mPg
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/XJaE4bAcu4v1dV2XqATDPS4b
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/XJaE4bAcu4v1dV2XqATDPS4b
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/inNqPYLXUosyPq32wmattPfP
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/inNqPYLXUosyPq32wmattPfP


SPERRY RE CAPITAL
by: SAM SUZUKI

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Happy belated Valentine’s Day! This year is an
exciting time for the Sperry family, and this is the
year of the Ox for those who follow the Lunar
Calendar. If you’re not familiar, it is the year where
hard work will pay off. We have endured an
anomaly of world economic challenges and it’s time
we have some positive news. I am pleased to
announce that commencing in 2021, our group is
launching Sperry RE Capital, LLC to provide capital
markets financing needs for the Sperry family of
brokers and their clients.

What makes a commercial real estate group different
than other commercial firms? The answer to this
question is to show how sophisticated and resourceful
we are for our clients in providing a full palette of
commercial real estate capabilities. By adding capital
markets services and expertise, it strengthens our team
and conveys to our clients the pervasiveness of our
abilities, including our capacity to financially close
deals. Already, the size and breadth of our
organization has sparked the attention of private
equity firms, banks, funds, and private lenders.

Furthermore, we have entered into a correspondent
lender relationship with M&T Bank, one of six banks in
the U.S. that has a balance sheet bridge loan for value-
add multi-family construction, and also has a desk with
both Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. Our partnership
with M&T Bank allows Sperry RE Capital, LLC to
become a direct lender for the agency through our
correspondence agreement with the Bank. Today, we
are not only a commercial loan broker, but also a direct
lender with access to a variety of loan products and
the prestige of being a desired group attracting a
myriad of financial institutions to partner with.

SPOTLIGHT      
ON:

Our business formula and patience have paid off by
building a team of seasoned finance professionals with
backgrounds in commercial and investment banking,
real estate development, accounting and academia.
The key to building this foundation is assembling a
back-office support staff that can analyze financial
information, forecast investment returns and affirm
feasibility for our clients. What makes our back office
unique is that our support staff is being developed in
Southeast Asia and trained by our principals to provide
a full-service 24-hour operations platform. This will
furnish the means to create investment memorandums,
loan underwriting, and business plans for our clients’
projects. In the past 90 days, we have attracted
numerous real estate developers that require this
sophistication to apply for land, construction, and
permanent loans for their respective projects.

We can now go beyond our traditional debt resources,
and together with our new partnership with M&T Bank,
we have private equity as well as family offices
interested in providing GP and LP equity for our
clients. This has expanded our pipeline for leads
through structuring investment deals with known
investors who have participated with us in previous
deals. As additional transactions close with our new
capital markets branding, our Affiliates will receive
additional inquiries and questions about our
participation and wherewithal in putting those deals
together.

2021 will be an exciting and positive time for
investment sales and development projects in the real
estate industry. SperryCGA now has a finance
department to: (i) have team calls with your clients; (ii)
collaborate and assist with closing deals and, (iii)
attract new clients in your respective markets.

Please call on us any time, as Sperry RE Capital stands
ready, willing, and able to assist you with financing
your future deals, whether debt or equity.

8
sam.suzuki@sperrycga.com 

Sam Suzuki
Chief Executive Officer
Sperry RE Capital, LLC
10 Grand Central
New York, NY 10017
(212) 453-9888
sam.suzuki@sperrycga.com 

mailto:sam.suzuki@sperrycga.com
mailto:sam.suzuki@sperrycga.com


“Can you please explain further just how 
an exchange like this would work, how 
much additional capital I would need, 
the timing for the transaction, etc.?”

“ASK AN EXPERT”
Our “Ask an Expert” column features questions or
concerns sent by you, the client, which we then find
a subject matter expert (“SME”) to respond to. In
this issue of Sperry News, we have selected an email
from Robert K. of Gilbert, AZ, who sent us this
question:

“I have owned a few commercial and multifamily
properties for going on 20+ years now, and after
depreciation my basis is pretty low (I initially
exchanged into these long ago). Therefore, I have
decided to do a 1031 exchange with each but have no
interest in having a gun to my head to find a new
property to buy once I sell one of mine. I have been
told in the past that a reverse exchange might be a
good solution, especially since I have other investment
capital I can use if needed. Can you please explain
further just how an exchange like this would work, how
much additional capital I would need, the timing for
the transaction, etc.? If it matters, the first property
has been recently valued at between $5,500,000 and
$6,000,000, and I have a bank loan in place with a
current balance of $2,500,000. While I am somewhat
averse to debt, I would agree to a new loan of no more
than 60% or so of the new purchase price”.

We posed this question to Brandon Hughes, Division
Manager at Asset Preservation, Inc. (API), a division
of Stewart Title and a National Qualified
Intermediary with offices throughout the United
States. Following is Mr. Hughes’ response:

Many of us already know about the popular Internal
Revenue Code Section 1031 and the many benefits it
provides. A properly structured exchange allows an
investor to sell a property, to reinvest the proceeds
in a new property, and to defer all capital gain taxes.
A delayed exchange is the most common exchange
format requiring the Exchanger to identify potential
replacement properties in the first 45 days of the
maximum 180-day exchange period. As you
describe, Robert, this IRS regulatory timeline can
sometimes create the feeling of putting a gun to
one’s head.

An investor may need to consider a reverse
exchange in a seller’s market, where properties are
selling quickly, and inventory is scarce. A reverse
exchange is the purchase of the replacement
property prior to closing on the relinquished
property. However, the Exchanger cannot own the
relinquished property and the replacement property
at the same time. The reverse exchange solves this
problem! The most common variation (often called
“parking the replacement property”) involves the
Qualified Intermediary first acquiring ownership of
the replacement property. When the relinquished
property is sold at a later date, the Qualified
Intermediary completes the exchange by deeding
the replacement property back to the Exchanger

Let’s lay out some common reverse 1031 exchange
terminology:

- The taxpayer or party performing the exchange is
the Exchanger.

- The property that the Exchanger sells is the
relinquished property.

- The property the taxpayer acquires is the
replacement property.

- The 45 days after the close of the relinquished
property is the identification period.

- The 180 days after the close of the relinquished
property is the exchange period.

- The intermediary’s titleholder in a reverse
exchange is called an exchange
accommodation titleholder, or EAT.

- The term used to describe the holding of
title by the EAT is called a parking
arrangement.

99
...cont'd on page 10



- The agreement between the EAT and the
Exchanger governing the parking transaction is
called a qualified exchange accommodation
agreement, or QEAA.

IRS Revenue Procedure 2000-37 (finalized on
September 15, 2000) provides the framework to safely
perform a reverse exchange. Of course there are many
rules to follow, requirements to meet, and potential
complications that you may encounter, but following
are some basic steps of the reverse exchange:

1. Exchanger assigns purchase agreement to EAT to
acquire the replacement property

2. Exchanger loans required funds to EAT to close
AND may initially become the borrower on debt

3. 180-day parking period begins at the close of the
replacement property by the EAT

4. EAT leases (triple net) property to Exchanger in
order to transfer management of the property to the
Exchanger

5. Exchanger finds a buyer for the relinquished
property and closes in normal 1031 exchange fashion
using a qualified intermediary

"IRS Revenue Procedure 2000-37 
(finalized on September 15, 2000) 
provides the framework to safely 

perform a reverse exchange."

...cont'd from page 9
Ask An Expert

6. The EAT transfers the replacement property to the
Exchanger in order to complete the Exchanger’s 1031
exchange

Often, a major hinderance to moving forward with a
reverse exchange comes from step two.

The Exchanger will need to work out whether they will
provide all cash up front to purchase the replacement
property, or if they will also have a loan on the
property. Robert, in your case, it sounds like you may
have the additional capital necessary to fund the
purchase without involving a lender. This can help
negate some of the complexity.

It is important to note that parking arrangements come
with added complexity and expense. As with every
exchange, it is important to consult with your
accountant and/or tax attorney.

For more information, or assistance with your own
1031 exchange, Brandon Hughes can be reached by
phone at 480-392-4952, or by email at
brandon@apiexchange.com.

Please send your questions, concerns or comments
to info@sperrynews.com
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MEXICO CITY 

TORONTO (PENDING)

LONDON (MOU) 

JAPAN (MOU)

INTERNATIONALNEW YORK, NY

ONTARIO, CA

ORANGE, CA

ORLANDO, FL 

PASADENA, CA

PHOENIX, AZ

PLANPLANO, TX

PLEASANTON, CA

ROCK HILL, SC

SACRAMENTO, CA

SAN ANTONIO, TX

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

SAN GABRIEL, CA

SST. LOUIS, MO

TALLAHASSEE, FL

TAMPA, FL

WALNUT CREEK, CA

WEST COVINA, CA

WOODSTOCK, GA

GOLDEN, CO

GREENVILLE, SC

HOLLYWOOD, FL

HUNTSVILLE, AL

IRVINE, CA

JOHNSON CITY, TN

LLAS VEGAS, NV

LONGVIEW, TX

LONGWOOD, FL

LOUISVILLE, KY

MADISON, MS

MCALLEN, TX

MCHENRY, IL

MEDINA, OHMEDINA, OH

MELBOURNE, FL 

MIAMI, FL

MYRTLE BEACH, SC

NEVADA CITY, CA

NEWPORT BEACH, CA

NEW BRAUNFELS, TX

ADDISON, IL

AMARILLO, TX

ATLANTA, GA
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COLUMBUS, OH
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DALLAS, TX
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DIAMOND BAR, CA

DOTHAN, AL

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL

FORT MYERS, FL

GARDEN GROVE, CA
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NATIONALLY

https://www.sperrycga.com/
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